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The European continent was at peace on the morning of Sunday zS 
June 19 14 , when Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife Sophie Chotek 
arrived at Sarajevo railway station. Thirty-seven days later, it was at 
war. The conflict that began that summer mobilized dy million troops, 
claimed three empires, zo million military and civilian deaths, and 
z i million wounded. The horrors of Europe's twentieth century were 
born of this catastrophe; it was, as the American historian Fritz Stern 
put it, 'the first calamity of the twentieth century, the calamity from 
which all other calamities sprang'.' The debate over why it happened 
began before the hrst shots were fired and has been running ever since. 
It has spawned an historical literature of unparalleled size, sophistica
tion and moral intensity. For international relations theorists the events 
of 19 14  remain the political crisis pm* ewccHence, intricate enough to 
accommodate any number of hypotheses.

The historian who seeks to understand the genesis of the First World 
War confronts several problems. The first and most obvious is an over- 
supply of sources. Each of the belligerent states produced official 
multi-volume editions of diplomatic papers, vast works of collective 

"archival labour. There are treacherous currents in this ocean of sources. 
Most of the official document editions produced in the interwar period 
have an apologetic spin. The hfty-seven-volume German publication 
S/e Grossc Po/hh/r, comprising 15,889 documents organized in 500 
subject areas, was not prepared with purely scholarly objectives in 
mind; it was hoped that the disclosure of the pre-war record would suf- 
&̂ e-to refute the 'war guilt' thesis enshrined in the terms of the Versailles 
treaty.- For the French government too, the post-war publication of 
SScuments was an enterprise of 'essentially political character', as For
eign'Minister Jean Louis Barthou put it in M ay 19 34 . Its purpose was 

'Sounter-balance the campaign launched by Germany following the 
reaty of Versailles'. ' In Vienna, as Ludwig Bittner, co-editor of the 
gntrvolumc collection OsfcrrAr/j-Uugurns AMSstiMpo/Itf/:, pointed out
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tn i$2.6, the aim was to produce an authoritative source edition before 
some international body -  the League of Nations perhaps? -  forced the 
Austrian government into publication under iess auspicious circum
stances.'* The eariy Soviet documentary publications were motivated in 
part by the desire to prove that the war had been initiated by the auto
cratic Tsar and his atiiance partner, the bourgeois Raymond Poincare, in 

the hope of de-tegitimixing French demands for the repayment of pre
war ioans/ Even in Britain, where British Documents on the Origins o/ 

the Wur was taunched amid high-minded appeais to disinterested schoi- 
arship, the resuiting documentary record was not without tendentious 

omissions that produced a somewhat unhaianced picture of Britain's 
piace in the events preceding the outbreak of war in 19 14 .*  In short, the 

great European documentary editions were, for aii their undeniabie 
vaiue to schoiars, munitions in a 'world war of documents', as the Ger
man miiitary historian Bernhard Schwertfeger remarked in a critics! 

study of 19 ^ 9 /
The memoirs of statesmen, commanders and other key decision

makers, though indispensabie to anyone trying to understand what 

happened on the road to w ag are no iess probfematic. Some are frustrat
ing^ reticent on questions of burning interest. To name just a few 
examples: the Rc/h? chons on the World Wdr pubiished in 19 19  by 

German Chanceiior Theobaid von Bethmann Hotiweg has virruaiiy- 
nothing to say on the subject of his actions or those of his coHeagucs dur- , 
ing the Juiy Crisis of 1 9 1 4 ;  Russian Foreign Minister Sergei SaxonovSn 
poiiticai memoirs are breezy, pompous, intermittentiy mendacious and 
rotaiiy uninformative about bis own roie in key events; French Preside 
Raymond Poincare's ten-vohime memoir of his years in power is prop 

gandistic rather than reveiatory -  there are striking discrepancy 
between his 'recoitections' of events during the crisis and the conten 

porary jottings in his unpubiished diary/ The amiabie memoirs; 0 
British Foreign Secretary Sir Edward Grey are sketchy on the deiieM 

question of the commitments he had made to the Entente powers befa 
August 19x4 and the roie these piayed in his handling of the crisis;'!

When the American historian Bemadotte Everiy Schmitt of the Units 

sity of Chicago traveited ro Europe in the iate 19x0s with knars 
introduction to interview former poiiticians who had piayed a roie 
events, he was struck by the apparently totai immunity of his interioca 

to seif-doubt. (The one exception was Grey, who'spontaneousiy re
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that he had made a tactica! error in seeking to negotiate with Vienna 
through Berlin during the July Crisis, but the misjudgement alluded to 

was of subordinate importance and the comment reflected a specifically 
English style of mandarin self-deprecation rather than a genuine conces
sion of responsibility.)"' There were problems with memory, too. Schmitt 

tracked down Peter Bark, the former Russian minister of finance, now 
a London banker. In 19 14 , Bark had participated in meetings at which 

decisions of momentous importance were made. Yet when Schmitt met 
him Bark insisted that he had 'little recollection of events from that era'." 

Fortunately, the former minister's own contemporary notes are more 
informative. When the researcher Luciano Magrini travelled to Belgrade 

in the autumn of 19 3 7  to interview every surviving Egure with a known 

fink to the Sarajevo conspiracy, he found that there were some witnesses 
who attested to matters of which they could have no knowledge, others 
who 'remained dumb or gave a false account of what they know', and 

others again who 'added adornments ro their statements or were mainly 

interested in self-justification.
There are, moreover still significant gaps in our knowledge. Many

important exchanges between key actors were verbal and are not 

recorded -  they can be reconstructed only from indirect evidence or 
later testimony. The Serbian organizations linked with the assassination 
at Sarajevo were extremely secretive and left virtually no paper trail, 

jj^mgntin Dimitrijevic, head of Serbian military intelligence, a key figure 

^ln the plot to assassinate Archduke Franz Ferdinand at Sarajevo, regu
larly burned his papers. Much remains unknown about the precise 
content of the earliest discussions between Vienna and Berlin on what 
should be done in response to the assassinations at Sarajevo. The min
utes of the summit meetings that took place between the French and 
Russian political leaderships in St Petersburg on 2.0-2.3 June, documents 
of potentially enormous importance to understanding the last phase of 
the crisis,^lave never been found (the Russian protocols were probably 
simply jlosti'the French team entrusted with editing the Docntwcnts 

Frcn^is failed to End the French version). The Bolshe
viks did^Sbfish many key diplomatic documents in an effort to discredit 
the imperialist machinations of the great powers, but these appeared at 
uregulai^SKeryals in no particular order and were generally focused on 
specific issues,^such as Russian designs on the Bosphorus. Some docu
ments (the^tSe^pumber is still unknown) were lost in transit during the
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chaos of the Civil War and the Soviet Union never produced a system
atically compiled documentary record to rival the British, French, 
German and Austrian source editions." The published record on the 
Russian side remains, to this day, far from compiete.

The exceptional!)' intricate structure of this crisis is another distinct
ive feature. The Cuban missile crisis was compiex enough, yet it invotved 

just two principa! protagonists (the U S A  and the Soviet Union), plus a 
range of proxies and subordinate ptayers. By contrast, the story of how 

this war came about must make sense of the mu!ti!atera! interactions 

among five autonomous ptayers of equai importance -  Germany, 
Austria-Hungary, France, Russia and Britain -  six, if we add Itaty, p!us 
various other strategically significant and equaity autonomous sover

eign actors, such as the Ottoman Empire and the states of the Balkan 
peninsuia, a region of high political tension and instabiiity in the years 

before the outbreak of war.
A  further dement of convolution arises from the fact that policy

making processes within the states caught up in the crisis were often far 

from transparent. One can think of July 1 9 1 4  as an 'international' cri
sis, a term that suggests an array of nation-states, conceived as compact, 
autonomous, discrete entities, tike billiard balls on a table. But the sov
ereign structures that generated poiicy during the crisis were profoundly 
disunited. There was uncertainty (and has been ever since among his
torians) about where exactly the power to shape policy was located^] 
within the various executives, and 'policies' -  or at least policy-driving? { 
initiatives of various kinds -  did not necessarily come from the apex; 
of the system; they could emanate from quite peripheral locations in 
the diplomatic apparatus, from military commanders, from ministerial) 
officials and even from ambassadors, who were often policy-makers ini 

their own tight.
The surviving sources thus offer up a chaos of promises, threat!  ̂

plans and prognostications -  and this in turn helps to explain why the 
outbreak of this war has proved susceptible to such a bewildering var-J 
iety of interpretations. There is virtually no viewpoint on its origins that? 
cannot he supported from a selection of the available sources. And duf! 
helps in turn to explain why the 'W W I origins' literature has assun 
such vast dimensions that no single historian (not even a fantasy hguty 
with an easy command of all the necessary languages) could hope w 
read it in one lifetime -  twenty years ago, an overview of the cun#**
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literature counted 2.5,000 books and articles.*'' Some accounts have 

focused on the culpability of one bad-apple state (Germany has been 
most popular, but not one of the great powers has escaped the ascrip
tion of chief responsibility); others have shared the blame around or 

have looked for faults in the 'system'. There was always enough com
plexity to keep the argument going. And beyond the debates of the 
historians, which have tended to turn on questions of culpability or 
the relationship between individual agency and structural constraint, 
there is a substantial international relations commentary, in which cat
egories such as deterrence, detente and inadvertence, or univeraalizable 
mechanisms such as balancing, bargaining and bandwagoning, occupy 

centre stage. Though the debate on this subject is now nearly a century 

old, there is no reason to bekeve that it has run its course."
But if the debate is old, the subject is sdii fresh -  in fact it is fresher 

and more reievant now than it was twenty or thirty years ago. The 

changes in our own world have altered our perspective on the events of 

±914. In the 1  p6os-Sos, a kind of period charm accumulated in popular 
awareness around the events of 19 14 . It was easy to imagine the disas
ter of Europe's 'last summer' as an Edwardian costume drama. The 

effete rituals and gaudy uniforms, the 'ornamentaHsm' of a world still 
largely organized around hereditary monarchy had a distancing effect 
on present-day recollection. They seemed to signal that the protagonists 
were people from anorheg vanished world. The presumption stealthily 

asserted itself that if the actors' hats had gaudy green ostrich feathers on 
them, then their thoughts and motivations probably did too."

And yet what must strike any twenty-first-century reader who fol
lows the course of the summer crisis of 1 9 1 4  is its raw modernity. It 
btgan^th a squad of suicide bombers and a cavalcade of automobiles. 
Behind the outrage at Sarajevo was an avowedly terrorist organization
with^gult-.of sacrifice, death and revenge; but this organization was 
i<&&ta-tertitorial, without a clear geographical or political location; it 
was scattered in cells across political borders, it was unaccountable, its 
links to(Shyisovereign government were oblique, hidden and certainly 
very difficult to discern from outside the organization. Indeed, one could 
even say^B&tjijuly 19 14  is less remote from us -  less illegible -  now than 

kwas injth ]̂S&g8os. Since the end of the Cold War, a system of global 
ar stability has made way for a more complex and unpredictable 

ssoy of forces,'Including declining empires and rising powers -  a state
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of affairs that invites comparison with the Europe of tt) 14. These shifts 
in perspective prompt us to rethink the story of how war came to 
Europe. Accepting this challenge does not mean embracing a vulgar 
presendsm that remakes the past to meet the needs of the present, but 

rather acknowtedging those features of the past of which our changed 
vantage point can afford us a clearer view.

Among these is the Balkan context of the war's inception. Serhia is 

one of the biind spots in the historiography of the juiy Crisis. The assas
sination at Sarajevo is treated in many accounts as a mere pretext, an 
event with tittle bearing on the reat forces whose interaction brought 
about the conflict. !n an exceileat recent account of the outbreak of war 

in 19 1 4 ,  the authors declare that 'the killings [at Sarajevo] by them
selves caused nothing, ft was the use made of this event that brought the 

nations to war.'*' The marginalization of the Serbian and thereby of the 
larger Balkan dimension of the story began during the Juiy Crisis itself, 
which opened as a response to the murders at Sarajevo, but later 
changed gear, entering a geopolitical phase in which Serbia and its 

actions occupied a subordinate place.
Our moral compass has shifted, too. The fact that Serbian-dominated 

Yugoslavia emerged as one of the victor stares of the war seemed im
plicitly to vindicate the act of the man who pulled the trigger on a8 

June -  certainly that was the view of the Yugoslav authorities, who,: 
marked the spot where he did so with bronze footprints and a piaquej 
ceiebrating the assassin's 'first steps into Yugoslav freedom', tn an era, 
when the national idea was still full of promise, there was an intuitive 
sympathy with South Slav nationalism and little affection for the pond 
derous multinational commonwealth of the Habsburg Empire. I '  
Yugoslav wars of the 1990s have reminded us of the lethaiity of Bail 
nationaiism. Since Srebrenica and the siege of Sarajevo, it has beco 

harder to think of Serbia as the mere object or victim of great por 
politics and easier to conceive of Serbian nationalism as an histotr 

force in its own right. Prom the perspective of today's European Uni 
we are inclined to look more sympathetically -  or at least less content 
tuously -  than we used to on the vanished imperial patch wot^ 

Habsburg Austria-Hungary.
Lastly, it is perhaps less obvious now that we should dismiss theuse 

killings at Sarajevo as a mere mishap incapable of carrying real catt!  ̂

weight. The attack on the World Trade Center in September]
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exemplified the way in which a single, symbolic event -  however deeply
it may be enmeshed in larger historical processes -  can change politics 
irrevocably, rendering old options obsolete and endowing new ones 
with an unforeseen urgency. Putting Sarajevo and the Balkans back at 
the centre of the story does not mean demonizing the Serbs or their 
statesmen, nor does it dispense us from the obligation to understand the 

forces working on and in those Serbian politicians, officers and activists 
whose behaviour and decisions helped to determine what kind of con
sequences the shootings at Sarajevo would have.

This book thus strives to understand the July Crisis of ip iq  as a 

modern event, the most complex of modern times, perhaps of any time 

so far. It is concerned less with why the war happened than with how it 
came about. Questions of why and how are logically inseparable, but 

they lead us in different directions. The question of flow invites us to 
look closely at the sequences of interactions that produced certain out
comes. By contrast, the question of invites us to go in search of 
remote and categorical causes: imperialism, nationalism, armaments, 
alliances, high finance, ideas of national honour, the mechanics of mobi
lization. The why approach brings a certain analytical clarity, but it also 

has a distorting effect, because it creates the illusion of a steadily build
ing causal pressure; the factors pile up on top of each other pushing 
down on the events; political actors become mere executors of forces 

long established and beyond their control.
The story this book tells is, by contrast, saturated with agency. The 

key decision-makers -  kings, emperors, foreign ministers, ambassadors, 
military commanders and a host of lesser ofhcials — walked towards 
danger in watchful, calculated steps. The outbreak of war was the cul
mination of chains of decisions made by political actors with conscious 
Objectives, who were capable of a degree of self-reflection, acknow- 
ledged^tange of options and formed the best judgements they could on

A Bulgarian historian of the Balkan Wars recently observed that
"ncc w^K&se the question "w h y", guilt becomes the focal point'.'* 

QucstinnsKMBuilt and responsibility in the outbreak of war entered this 
story ever the war had begun. The entire source record is full of
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ascriptions of blame (this was a world in which aggressive intentions 
were always assigned to the opponent and defensive intentions to one- 
seif) and the judgement deiivered by Article ?.yr of the Treaty of Versailles 
has ensured the continuing prominence of the 'war gut it' question. Here, 
too, rite focus on hote suggests an aiternative approach: a journey 
through the events that is not driven by the need to draw up a charge 
sheet against this or that state or individual, but aims to identify the 
decisions that brought war about and to understand the reasoning or 
emotions behind them. This does not mean exciuding questions of respon
sibility entirety from the discussion -  the aim is rather to tet the why 
answers grow, as it were, out o f the how answers, rather than the other 
way around.

This book reits the story o f how war came to continentat Europe. It 
traces the paths to wat in a multi-tayered narrative encompassing the 
key decision-centres in Vienna, Berlin, St Petersburg, Paris, London and 
Belgrade with brief excursions to Rome, Constantinople and Sofia. It is 
divided into three parts. Part I focuses on the two antagonists, Serbia 
and Austria-Hungary, whose quarrel ignited the conflict, following their 
interaction down to the eve of the Sarajevo assassinations. Part H breaks 
with the narrative approach to ask four questions in four chapters: how 
did the polarization of Europe into opposed blocs come about? How. 
did the governments of the European states generate foreign policy 
How did the Balkans -  a peripheral region far from Europe's centres of 
power and wealth -  come to be the theatre o f a crisis o f such magni 
tude? How did an international system that seemed to be entering an 
era of detente produce a general war? Part III opens with the assassi 
tions at Sarajevo turd offers a narrative of the July Crisis 
examining the interactions between the key decision-centres and hr 
ing to light the calculations, misunderstandings and decisions that dm 
the crisis from one phase to the next.

It is a central argument of this book that the events of July 
make sense only when we illuminate the journeys travelled by tht 
decision-makers. To do this, we need to do more than simply revisit t' 
sequence o f international "crises' that preceded the outbreak of ' 
we need to understand how those events were experienced and w 
into narratives that structured perceptions and motivated beha 
Why did the men whose decisions took Europe to war behave <iad 
things as they did? H ow did the sense of fearfulness and fotebod
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one finds in so many of the sources connect with the arrogance and 
swaggering we encounter -  often in the very same individuais? Why did 

such exotic features of the pre-war scene as the Albanian Question and 
the 'Buigarian ioan' matter so much, and how were they joined up in the 
heads of those who had politicai power? When decision-makers dis
coursed on the internationa) situation or on external threats, were they 

seeing something real, or projecting their own fears and desires on to 

their opponents, or both? The aim has been to reconstruct as vividly as 
possible the highly dynamic 'decision positions' occupied by the key 
actors before and during the summer of 1 5 1 4 .

Some of the most interesting recent writing on the subject has argued 

that, far from being inevitable, this war was in fact 'improbable' -  at 

least until it actually happened.^ From this it would follow that the 

conflict was not the consequence of a long-run deterioration, but of 
short-term shocks to the international system. Whether one accepts this 

view or not, it has the merit of opening the story to an element of con
tingency. And it is certainly true that while some of the developments I 

amine in this book seem to point unequivocally in the direction of 
gat actually transpired in 19 14 ,  there are other vectors of pre-war 

: that suggest different, unreafized outcomes. With this in mind, 
ak aims to show how the pieces of causaiity were assembled that, 
n- piace, enabied the war to happen, hut to do so without over- 

S  iiining the outcome. I have tried to remain aiert to the fact that the 
.. events and forces described in this book carried in them the 
ifiother, perhaps iess terrible, futures.
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July 19 14 . French and Russian generals spoke of a 'war of extermina
tion' and the 'extinction of civilisation'.

They knew it, but did they really feel it? This is perhaps one of tbe 
differences between the years before 1 9 1 4  and the years after 19 45, 
the 19 50 s and 90s, decision-makers and the general public alike grasps 

in a visceral way the meaning of nuclear war -  images of the mushroom 
clouds over Hiroshima and Nagasaki entered the nightmares of ordin
ary citizens. As a consequence, the greatest arms race in human history 
never culminated in nuclear war between the superpowers. It was differ 

ent before 19 14 . In the minds of many statesmen, the hope for a  shoni, 
war and the fear of a long one seem, as it were, to have cancelled each, 
other out, holding at bay a fuller appreciation of the risks. In March-. 
r $ i  3, a journalist writing for the Ftgjro reported on a series of lectures 
recently given in Paris by the leading lights of French military medicin 

Among the speakers was Professor Jacques-Ambrose Monprofit, who 

had just returned from a special mission to the military hospitals of 
Greece and Serbia, where he had helped to establish better standards:' 

military surgery. Monprofit observed that'the wounds caused, by the 
French cannon (sold to Balkan states before the outbreak o f the First 
Balkan Warl were not merely the most numerous, but also hordficsRy 

grave, with crushed bones, lacerated tissues, and shattered chests and 
skulls'. So terrible was the resulting suffering that one prominent expert 
in military surgery, Professor Antoine Depage, proposed atn iuter- 
national embargo on the future use of such arms in battle. 'We 
understand the generosity of his motivation,' the journalist comment 
'but if we must expect to he outnumbered one day on the field of battic, 
then it is as well that our enemies know that we have such weapons w  
defend ourselves with, weapons that are to be feared , . The article 
closed with the declaration that France should congratulate.hefsejj^iwth 
on the horrific force of her arms and on possessing 'a medicaForganilM- 
tion that we may confidently describe as marvellous'." We eaSfrnd such 
glib reflections wherever we look in pre-war Europe. In this.scnse, the 
protagonists of 1 9 1 4  were sleepwalkers, watchful but unseeingfhaunred 
by dreams, yet blind to the reality of the horror they .wgaabdU! to 

bring into the world.
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INTRODUCTION

i. Cited in David Fromkin, Europe's Lust Summer. Who Sorted the Great 
iu f y ig f  (New York, icog), p. 6.

i .  The German Foreign Office sponsored the activities of the Arbeitsauschuss. 
Deutscher Verbiinde dedicated to coordinating the campaign against war  ̂
guiit and unofhciaiiy supported a Zentraisteiie zur Erforschung der Krieg- 
sursachen staffed by schoiars; see Utrich Heinemann, Die uerdrdngte 
Nieder/uge: pohtisehe 0 //euth'rhheit uud Afriegsse/ruM r̂uge iu der Weittturer 
RepuM/A (Gottingen, 1983), esp. pp. 95- 1 1 7 ; Sacha Zala, Geschichte 
uuter der Sehere poiifischer Zeusur. Autthche AAteusumm/uHg im iuttraa- 
tioua/eu Verg/eieh (Munich, 2.0 0 1 ), esp. pp. 37- 77 ; Imanuet Geiss, 'Bit 
manipuiierte Kriegsschuidfrage. Deutsche Reichspotitik in der jLiiiitHtc- 
19 14  und deutsche Kriegsziele im Spicgei des Schuldreferats des Autwan- 
tigen Amtes, 19 19 - 1 9 3 1 ', Mditdreschichthche A-!;t;e/fungeu, ,3̂  ((C$83), 
pp. 3 1 - 60.

3 . Barthou to Martin, tetter of 3 May 1934 , cited in Keith Hamilton, 'Tin Hts- 
torical Diplomacy of the Third Republic', in Keith M. Wilson (ed.), Fotymy 
the Codcctiuc Meu;ory. Goneru?ueut aud iuter/tatiouai Historiaus drrmtyb 
Tiuo World Wars (Providence, Oxford, 1996), pp. 29- 62, here p. 33; OH 
French criticism of the German edition, see for exampie, E. Bunrgemi, 'Lea 
archives d'Etat et i'enquetc sur ies origines de ia guerre mondiate. A pro* 
pos de ia publication ailemande: Die grosse Poiitik d. europ'. Kahinette ct 
de sa traduction frangaise', Reuue h/storhyue, 133  (May-A)^us^H?7b 
pp. 39- 36. Bourgeois accused the German editors of structurmg,thc edition 
in a way that conccaicd tacticai omissions in the documentan^cofd; * 
repiy from the German editor, see Friedrich Thimme, 'FranzmpcHe,KntiW^
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xur dcutschcn Aktcnpublikation', FuropiiiscAe GesprncAe, 8/9 (1927 ), 
pp. 4^1-79-

 ̂ Ulfried Burr, 'Austria and the Great War. Official Publications in the 19 20s and 
. ajC't', in Wilson, /-area'.'4 tAe Codeciiue Afe;;;o;y, pp. i*S -p i, here p. r 86.
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